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11-15 stairs - stair lighting kit controller +
sensors

Price 162.21 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 555

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip.

The kit includes

 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/stair-light-controller-reactive-lighting-stair-lighting-system-
automatic-led-stair-lighting-the-driver-for-lighting-effects-version-11-to-14-p-383.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

 

 
On this page we offer an output set to create an intelligent lighting system at home. Most often it begins with the creation of
illumination on the ceiling or suspended by the stairs. The basis of this second solution is a driver corresponding to the
amount of steps that need to be highlighted. Here we have a range of 11-15 stairs. It would be best suited produced in Poland,
the only control device in this design in  market.

It has many functions. Controls the LED strips or fixtures required for several stairs. Switching light on the individual steps can
be smooth or jumping. It has the option of light non-stop or delay their integration. Illumination can light up from bottom to
top or vice versa, just to fade. To program the brightness of the light is also idle.

The correct response to changes near the stairs are possible due to two dedicated set of sensors. They provoke the system in
an intelligent way - only when the set distance range will be a potential user of the stairs. They do not react when the person
or animal passes to install without using the steps. The scope is programmed sunlight to adequate lighting was possible and
ensure the safety and presented the intended decorative effect.

Functional and reliable set for stair lighting is the opportunity to create an interesting lighting effect on the staircase.
Intelligent controller and two sensors guarantee trouble-free and trouble-free operation of the lighting system. The driver
comes from a reputable manufacturer that gives many years of warranty on their products and ensures their perfect
operation for a long time. The controller has many programming options, so you can perfectly match the lighting to individual
needs. It is available from the user manual, which step by step reveals all functionalities to the user.

The kit also includes two motion detectors with built-in twilight sensors. So you can program the lighting so that it turns on
when someone is on the stairs and when it starts to darken and daylight is not enough. Sensors are very sensitive, and at the
same time have an adjustable level of sensitivity that can be adjusted depending on your needs. A modern stair lighting
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system is a completely new quality, due to which we can easily light any staircase. It will not only work in residential, but also
office, utility or industrial buildings. Wherever traditional light sources do not fully fulfill their role, LED lighting will be an ideal
solution. An additional advantage of this system is energy efficiency - you can perfectly illuminate the stairs, and at the same
time do not be afraid of increased electricity bills.  

This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro ), I do not order
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